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By A. Grebel.

In reading the daily papers, engineers, like all other

readers, axe saddened by the lengthening list of aviation mar-

tyrs. They are doubtless di~turbed even more than others by

the repetition :f accidents due, among

grations oil airplanes during flight or

Several of my colleagues, Barbet,

lin, Laubeuf and Peridier, were called

for assaulting cars (“tanks”) and airplanes, on two of the num-

erous advisory committees created during and after the war.

other causes, to con’fla-

in unfortunate landf%gs.

Cuvelettej Ferrus, Guise-

upon to investigate fuels

.,

The last subcommittee was discharged in 1922 for various reasons,

cne of these ,being, as reported to us by Guiselin, the impossi-

bility of determining the real causes of fires on airplanes.

This difficulty would have justified the retention of this group

of co~i~etent and independent investigators until this problem

were solved.

V/eknow that the combustion of the vapors, caused by a

spark or back fire to the carburetor, is frequently propagated

by the oil and dirt covering the engine and is thus commun-

icatedto the fuel, when the tanks burst frcm the heat or are..—

*llLescarbur=a.ntsde ls~curit~! en aviaticn,’1 from ~’llemoireset
compte rendu des travaux de la Socidt& des Ingenieurs Civils
de France,!!July-August, 1927, pp. 803-821.
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brokeil open by a shock. An unnoticed fuel leak may also lead
. .,,,.. .,,_ ..

to the ignition of the fuel by its ccming’in contact with red-

hot exhaust pipes..

Brunat, of the s.N’.A4. (Service de la’~avigation

gave, in his lectures of February 24, and October 20~

Aerienne),

1925, sta-

tistical data showing the gravity and frequency of the various

causes of fire on airplanes. According to Brunat, 28$ of the

fires during flight me due to ba~k fires to the carburetor,

24% to the b%eaking cf connecting rods, causing either a back

fire or the direct ignition of the oil in the crank case.

Fires on the ground are frequently due to back fires coincident

with ‘oreaks in the piping, rarely with the bursting of the

tanks. The hark fires are caused by sudden variations in the

engine speed, following, for example) the ‘~reakingOf the Pro-

peller in landin~, or a pick-up during stunt flights. Hand

fire exting’uisher~ are of little use. As to emptying the fuel

tanks before an anticipated fire, we do not consider it worth

any extended investigation.

If fire safety is not to be acquired at the expense of

the functioning reliability of the engine, we must try to burn

fuels which are less inflammable at their temperature of util-.—

ization. We will explain further”on why we underline “utiliza4.

L:-.,.ll
IJJ-UU* “’
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Defin.itions.- First of all it seems desirable to define.—
..... .. ... . ,, .,,
the, tertii “fuel.” In fact, this term is noy extended to include

rich gases compressed in cylinders, the calcium-carbide acetY-

lene generator, charcoal, wood, various briquets convertible

into poor gas. It has even been maintained that vapor obtained

from coke and electricity generated by ‘fwhitecoal” (water

power) md accumulated in storage batteries are veritable fuels.

Of course these expedients, already old, i:mplythe replacement

of gasoline engines simultaneously With the replacement Of

gasoline.

When we began the investigation of carbureted air, or air

gas, 25 ye3.rsago, we used very volatile carbonaceous liquids,

like :a.soline, ether, and mixtures of light oils and benzol.*

The problem was to carburet the air even at temperatures slight-

ly below O°C (32°F) in such a way as to form a rich nonexplo-

sive mixture, with a very low dew point, i.e., distribute’ole

through pipes. At that time the car”ouretors of automobile en-

gines used only volatile liquids (gasoline, benzol, carbureted

alcohol) possessing a vapor tension high enou~;hto form an ex-

plosive mixture of air and vapor holding in suspension only

very small droplets and vesicles. The problem of heating the

fuel difiu.serarose from the desire to use alcohol, which is

but slightly volatile and carbureting and “of low vapor tension,.— —
*see ItEtudesu.rles appareils ~oseurs & air carburg” in the
Journal de l.lEclairage au Gaz, from November 20, 1907, to Jaii–
U~y 5, 1908.

I
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and even nonvolatile kerosene. *
....., .,...,

At the present tiim”’we use liquid fuels, whose heavy tail-

ings are not volatile, without heating’the carburetor other+.vise

than by the heat accuiiulatedunder the hood of the vehicle.

There is introduced into the cylinders a very coarse mist

charged 1’Jithlarqe drops of liquid, which are sufficiently vapor-

ized, howe-rcr, at the end of the compression stroke for the com-

bustion not to be too incomplete. The obsession

the rnaximunpower is so great that those wish.ing

economy or safety, fuels difficultly inflammable

for obtaining

to use, foz

at ordinary

terflperatlmes,try to do so without heating the mixture of air

and ate:.lizedfuel, so as not to reduce the weight, or, if pre-

ferred, the thermal potential of the cylinder charge. They

are not only illogical, but they impair the mean thermal effi-

ciency.

We can very well use in present gasoline engines, with

moderate and appropriate compression ra,tios, all combustible

liquids whose tailings distill below 225-240° and which begin

to distill between 30 and 175-190° as the i>~laxii~um. Graphically

(Fig. 1) this amounts to saying that the possible fuels are

represented by distillation curves situated to the left of the

oblique line A“A’. This last deliniation~. also be translated

* Alcohol’Gasoline Benzol
Carbureting power per k (rflsof air)

?)
7,0 11.7 10.4

Weight of vapor per ma kg 2.0 3.9 3.5
Vapor tension of perfect mixture 49.2 16.5 20.0

II !1 at 20°C (mm of Hg) “5100 296.0 122.0
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by a flashing point (open-cup test) between 40 and about 85°
,,,

for hydroc~zbbns. ‘Though it is always necess~y to maintain a

temperature above 0°0 in the spraying nozzle in order to avoid

frest, heating the mixture before its entrance into the cylin-

ders is neither necessaxy nor beneficial for the methyl series

of hyd.roc~-bons when the Engler boiling point does not exceed

70°c. It is advantageous, however, from the standpoint of spe-

cific fuel consumption, for aromatic hydrocarbons which begin

to boil at 80° and can be increased 40–50° without excessively

diminishing the maxiinumpower.

For explosion engines having moderate compression ratios,

speeds of several thousand R.P.I,I.,nor-realpiston speed, spark

ignition, and carburetors capable cf being heated, I think we

can use liquid

is below 240°C

fuels, whose dry point in fractional distillation

and whcse vapor tension cam be carried to 10-15

times its value in the explosive mixture, I~Jithcmtheating the

explosive mixture to temperatures capable of causing catalytic
,,,,

decomposition or partial combustion or excessive 10SS cf power

with respect to the fuel consumption.
4

Combustible liquids, in srder to be satisfactory as fuels

must also possess other qualities which we specified in the

,>
Genie’ Civil of April 4, 1926, pp. 334-338: namely, a limited

oxygen content and a maximum hydrogen content; calerific concen-

tration, by both volume and weight; high therms potential;
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and incongealability, stability and homogeneity; and
.1:. .. . .

rapidity of combustio-n. Furthe’raore, the fuel itself
,>,
‘ i,~., and its combustion products must have no malodorous, toxic or

corrosive properties. Lastly come questions of cost, disposa- “

bility and source, which we will disregard

In particular, for use in aviation in

high altitudes, we must reject congealable

for the -moi~ento

cold weather and at

liquids which depos-

it crystals capable of stopping up the filters

becoiileviscous to the point of endangering the

the carburetor at low temperatures.

As to the so-called “safetyf’fuels, it is

ad nozzles, or

alimentation of

generally acsumed,

without fuxther investigating the characteristics correspo-nding

to this a.ppelatioilin tilecase of explosion engines, tha,t-these -

).gk$”
are the fdels whose flashing points are Qel.o~T4C)°C(104°F)~$0

This implies, as regards the alimentation of aircraft engiil,es,

a sort of ~,dLva~Lce assimilation in the case of ?>enzine and.“white

spiTitsllused in paints and of petroleum products used for light-

ing. This is very debatable. If the surrounding temperaturesa

are l~a’oituallysuch that the use, in painting and in lighting,

of noniilflmmable, liquids below 40°C ~i.vesperfect satisfaction,

it is obvious t]]at,the less inflammable a fuel.is, the more tlie
,.

carburetor rlustbe heated to ins~ir”eper”fec’t’”combustion in the

engine, ‘without fouling or smoke and that such heating lesseils

the degree of safety &pparently assured by its being less vol–

stile at ordinary tempex-.=tures.~
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Furthermore, in order to be forewarned against every illu-

sion-,let usnc’te another great risk in the use of heavy fuels

in carburetor engines, to which the attention of eventual users

must be called. Nisfires may net only diminish or prevent the

heating of the carburetor, but inaycause a eonsiiierable accumu-

lation of unburned subst~nces which contaminate the lubricating

oil. High-speed engines in particular are thus very rapidly

disabled. Such accumulations are troublesome and particularly

dangerous in the case cf airplanes and other swift vehicles.

Aside from the fouling of the spark plugs (little to be feared

with good oarkuretion and sufficient heat), a poor contact,

defective insulation, the breaking of a wire, or failure of

the imagnetomay cause misfires. Excessive cooling of the cyl–

inders ‘maycause similar troubles, although to a less degree.

These remarks are not iiladeto discourage ~ne frcm tackling

the problem of ‘Isafetyllfuels, but only to prevent his under-

taking it in ignorance of the reefs to be avoided, if he does

not wish to run aground.

We must also avoid going astray in seeking safety fuels

among too light or too heavy liquids. Let us refer again to

Figure 1. If the upper te-aperature limit for safety fuels is

naturally the same as for fuels in general, say 190-24@°C “(AA~),

the lower limit may be set at 125-175°C (BB’). In this paral-

lelogram there must be inscribed all the Engler distillation

curves for hydrocarbons whose flashing points in an open-cup
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above 40°

8

and below 85°.

~1~.shin~ ..P.Q..W3.””We examined in detail, in

of April 9, 1927, this extrinsic characteristic

The flashin~ point corresponds to the explosive

the vapors emitted at the surface of the liquid

the Genie Civil

of liquid fuels.

combustion of

fuel more or

less cooled or imore or less heated. The small flame produced

goes out ifirilediately.In reality, this point corresponds to

the formation.of a poorer mixture than the perfect explosive

one. The following table shows that, for hydrocarbons, the

flashiilgpoint correspor.ds to a vapor tension of 1.0–13mm 13G

in the fl,mhing-point ~i~ixture,while the tension in the perfect
.

mixture varies between 14 and 20 mm.

Fure
substance

———
Boilin~
point at
760 M?l

Hg (°C)

Flashing
point
(Ori-nandy
& Craven)

Correspond-
ing va:por

m tension
(mm Hg)

Vapor ten–
sion iv.
perfect
mixture

_260

9.8

16.2

640

-1°

27.6

92.3

Ethyl
alcohol
C2 H~O

78°

11°

25.6

49.2

80°

-120

12

20.4

1000

-1°

11.4

14.1

1110

10°

12.8

17.1

Xylene

C8 %.()

290

11

14.7

—.
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.,, Pure,...
substance

Burning
point
(Ormandy &
Craven )

Correspondi-
ng vapor
tension

lo

4%

~eijhyl
alcohol
c&o

329

162

Ethyl
alcohol
& QO

32°

82

3en2ene
06 &

100

45

Heptane
% ‘.6

1’70

31

_——

300 500

38 33

We will not consider the testing apparatus, whioh is either

op,en-cup or closed, nor the burning point (a,twhich the liquid

continues to burn after ignition). The table shows that the

burning point corresponds tc the vapor tensions and, consequent-

ly, to the hydrocarbon content of the carbureted air,which is

‘much greater than that of the theoretically perfect mixture.

In adopting the approximate formula,of Ormandy and Craven

for pure substances, the initial boiling point te can be re-

lated to the flashing point ti$ by the imperfect formula for

hydrocarbons te = 1.36 (ti + 72). This expresses the fact

that the flashing point of the fuels depends on their volatility.

We consider, moreover, that the complete fractioning of

heterogeneous combustible liquids is also instructive ether-~~ise

than the even simpler, although delicate, determination of the

flashing point.

to the phenomena

liquids in light,

It is, in fact, more interesting, with respect

of combustion, to knew the content of these

medium, and heavy oils, than to know the vol-
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‘ atility of their first fractions, which, by elective evaporation,

form the explosive mixture it is soughtto ignite in the flash-

ing-point apparatus.
,,

It is obvious that the light oils, if

they are pz’esent only in a very small proportion, cannot ap-

preciably lower the flashing point, especially if it is obtained

with the open-cup tester~

However that may be, the degree of noninflammability is

an arbitrary but convenient criterion of safety from the stcmd-

pdint of ordinary fires!’ Its determination with the known tom-’

mercial app~ratus is susceptible of a practicM_ly adequate ac-

curacy, if care is taken to designate the apparatus and the
I.

method of procedure.

Ignition te”mperature.- Although they have not yet beenmade— .-

the object of thorough, systematic investigatiorl,,true physioc-

hemical laws, specific for each carburetant, certainly combine

their speed of reaction (oxidation by the air’)with the temper-

ature, pressure, and catalytic influences.

Although the speed of reaction in itself is imperfectly

known, it is translated by extrinsic characteristics of more

current use, such as limit of ignition, propaga~icm speed of

the flame, retarded ignition and ignition temperature or spon-

taneous ignition. This last phenomenon, which has not yet re-

ceived sufficient at,tenticn,must obviously not be confounded

with the flashing point, which is dependent on the volatility.

. .
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It indicates the lowest temperature at which the mixture of air

aridv~.p’or-ignites. ““ .,,..._.

On the occasion of the first Congres de Chr.uffageindustrial

(Congress of Industrial Heating) in 1923, Taffanel published some

data dete~~ilinedat the Lievin ,testing station, which were found

in the experiment records not destroyed by the war? At the .c.t-

mospheric pressure, pent=we ignites at a minimum temperature of

512°C for ~~.i~.inimurncontent of 2-370;pure benzene at 545° for

2%; pure toluene at 710° for 2~~;an automobile gasoline at 481°

for 2$; md a commercial benzol at 578° for 5700 English experi-

menters fou-nda ~ilu~hhigher ignition temper~.ture (740°) with ~.

benzol probably richer in toluene and xylene and with a different

testing apparatus.
.

The pressure, which difilinishesthe ignition delay, also di–

minishes the rapidity of evaporation. These two effects, com-

‘ bined, tend to cause premature ignition and detonation.

According to French, English and German experimenters, it

may be considered that the itiostcommon carburetants and fuels

classify as follows, the temperaturesgiven in round numbers iil-

dicating oillythe order of magnitude.

Approximate ignition Toluene Benzol Gasoline G~.sOil Kerosene-

temperature (°C) 700 600 500 .350 300

It is then explained that quite high compression ratios can

be applied to gasoline and especially to benzol in engines with
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carburetors and spark ignition; that kerosene cannot detonate

because its temperature of complete evapora~ion is higher than

its ignition temperature.. It seems that the effect of the an-

tidetonants must correspond to an elevation of the ignition

temperature.

Likewise, it is obvious that the fuels for explosion eil-

gines must have high flashing points and.that fuels with low

ignition temperatures, like gas oil, ‘must‘Dereserved for f’~el-

injection engines (Diesel or semi-Diesel). It has long since

been practically demonstrated that the maximum compression

ratios for [<ases in explosion engines is about l~oof the i~;i~i-

tion temperature. Any fuel with too low a,flashingfioint (less

than 400-45000=), even if its distillation curve is included iri

the parallelo~rail AAIBBT of Figure 1, must be rejected as ~.

safety fuel, since we would not consent to return to comprefi–

sion ratios kelow 4, which entail a poor efficiency.

The few figures,we have cited show the superiority of ben-

ZO1 (benzene) over gasoline and more particularly of solve-nt

naphthas over “white spirits.”

A-bJ~entionis again called to the fact that ignition bj’z

very hot spark reduces, like $he compression, the ignition d-c-

lay or, more correctly, the ignition duration.

Heating the explosive mixture.- .In the previous section

we showed that the degree of heating of the explosive mixture

I_
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(~nd not of the liquid) should be adapted to the particular fuel.

e,

Heating-by”””’afe’titens””ofdegrees only slightly affects the prop–

agation speed of the flame.

It is profoundly regrettable that constructors and ‘many

laboratory officials generally neglect to find the temperature

of the explosive mixture before its entrance into the cylin–

ders, as likewise the richness of the ‘mixture and the composi-

tion of the exhaust gases. Discussions are heard on the effect

of llstrong“ heating or l~moderatel!heating, when no one knows

the tempcrc.tu.reof the explosive mixture before admission, nor

its coinposition, nor the degree of perfection of its ultimate

combustion.

It is our opinion that, in order to oktain the full bene–

fit of a fuel in 0.gasoline engine, it must loerendered equally

combustible with gasoline inside t-necylinders. We will adopt,

in advance, a “safety factor, 1;somevhat the same as in the

strength of materials. For the lack of direct verification, in

each case, of the best heating temperature corresponding to the

minimum specific consumption tr, we assume that the latter

must be such that the corresponding mean vapor tension fr is
.

10 to 15 tii~esthe theoretical vapor tension f in the perfect

explosive mixture, for engines running zitseveral thousand R.P.Ii.

fr=10-15f

i.
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be expressed in a formula combining the best

~. heating temperature tri. witil‘the‘initial boiling point te of
~;A.
!+
k., the,pure substance:,.

Aromatic hydrocarbons,

tr = 0.916 te - 0.0005 tez - 23;

Methyl hydroca~bons,

tr = 0.896 te - 0.0005 te2 - 29.

Figure 2 illustrates our conception of the adjustment of

the hez.tii~gto the nature of the hydrocarbons of the arommtic

and methyl series. The group of sllghtly

connect the ooints:”

Ao > vapor tensions corresponding to

aromatic hydrocarbons with air;

inclined dashed lines

perfect mixtures of

A A,,1> he~,ting temper~etures corresponding to Vapor tf3il-

sions ten and fifteen times as great;

Fo > vapor tensions corresponding to perfect mixtures of

fiziethyl‘hydrocarbons with air;

1? F2,1> heating temperatures corresponding to vapor ten-

sions ten ?nd fifteen times as great.

Though the carbureting !~owerof the hyd-rocr~bons varies

but slightly (10.5 to 12 m3 of air per kg), the density of their5,

vapor increases with their boiling point, so that the rational

hemting temperatures do not increase as rapidly as the boiling

points. Frightened by the figures in question, carburetor de-

8
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signer s”prefer to ignore the considerations, which make

“bl&””t”O’’fixthe ‘degr’e”e’of ’heating-tlieexplosive mixture;

15

it possi-

corre-

spending to the minimum fuel consumption per horsepower-hour

with the heavy substitute fuels, and which can.be easily veri-

fied by direct experimentation.

Let us note, in passing, that we r~e limited in the matter

of preliinin.aryheating by the teinperature of the wall, which

must not be too low with relation to the temperature of the

(.lixtureat the end of the compression stroke. The action of the

wall therefore precludes the use of excessively heavy fuels.

No cr.rburetor designer, to our knowledge, has yet investi-

g~.ted the al.tirnetriccorrection from the stmdpoint of heating.

Nevertheless, it is very evident that, in rnxefied air, it is

necess.>~y not only to reduce the fuel intake, in’order to il’aiD--

tain the nor~lal composition of the explosive i?lixture,‘~Ut~.lSO

to reduce (other things being equal) the temperature of the

gases, before their entrance into the cylinders, by obtaining

the scme degree of preliminary evaporation.

Since sufficient heat can never be obtained with heavy fu-

els, it is observed that they behave better (or rather less bad-

ly) at high altitudes than near the ground.

Xoreover, perhaps even with !Iwhitespirits!’and.coal-tar

benziile, surely with the first fractions of kerosene already

mentioned, one should have the cour~ageto reduce substantially

the compression ratio. It means nothing to diminish greatly

~1
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the apparent advmce in the spark, because this does not offset

t“he-effebt bf’”’”the-”wall.’

We nre suffering no

Point of heating, we are

-.

illusions. We know that

preaching for the moment

from the view-

in the desert,

like our colleague, Mr. Lumet, who stated the rational principle

that IIthecompression ratio should be hdapted to the fuel.!!*

The designers are so thoroughly n-ypnotized by the question of

maximum power, which now dominates all engine technics, that

they cannot comprehend nor admit the deliberate sacrifice nec-

essary in the magnitude of the engine torque. A still more

serious situation is that the inventors of carburetors or car-

buretants are constantly obsessed with the idea that, on the

co~trary, the compression ratio could be considerably increased,

without heating, by adopting their system. This is equivalent

to saying that no one seriously desires to use heavy carburet-

ants or fuels.

way Gf compensation, with enerGetic heating, the

fires to the carburetor can set fire to the safety fuel, heated

by concoction, in the float chamber, ‘m.less there is inserted,

between the float chamber and the intake manifold, some effect–

ive device against the retrogression of the flame, like that of

our C“olleagw.e,Mr. L-eGrain.

To recall the essential principle of his device, one he~;ins.-—-— —.——
*See llLiaugmentation de la compression clansles moteurs’1 in the
Bulletin de la Soci~t~ des Ing’&nieurs Civils,~l April-June, 1924.

I
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by preparing a very rich mixture, which is easily accomplished
... .... .... ,,.,=......

with very volatile ‘fuels, fi-d’~at”a long distance from the float

‘chamber, this mixture is converted into an explosive mixture

by adding more air. No flame can enter the tube, which connects

the second discharge pipe where the mixture is rendered normal,

to the first pipe where the original. air is over-c.arbureted by
..
the fuel delivered to the carburetor nozzle, because the pipe

is fil’ledwith a,noninflammable mixture. Even pieces of wire

gauze, occasioning mo~eover a great loss of charge, would not

constitute so sure a baxrier, and valves would always function

too late.

Bafety fuels.- There are two great rlineral sources: heavy—. —

ll~hite ~Diritsll obtained from foreign (American) petrOIEW’ll,On.

the one hand; solvent napk.thas (benzine) and rather light tar

oils obtained from the destructive distillation of coal, P=%IY

of French ori~in, on the other hand.

Safety fuel OY Ifwhitespirits.!!Like ~r,os-tnames of complex—...——

organic commercial products, !Iwhitesniritsll cannot be defined.

simply as a heavy fuel, because the :fwhite spirits” are suscep-

tible of many uses for which the requisite qualities are not ,

identical ,nor equally strict in all cases.

At our request, the Syndicat des Produits Chi~iques (Chem-

,icalproducts Company) replied that the “white spirits’lused

as solvents and for diluting oil of tur-pentine for paints, vax-
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nishes c.ndpolishing waxes must:

,=_.,.., - -lti Be of constzuntcomposition, whatever their origin;
,$1
,:, ?4. l%ve the Engler, frwtioning characteristics of the
.!

90/160° coal-tar benzine, i~e., distilling between 120 md 180°,

90~ distilling at or below 160°C.

The conditions conduce to a flashing point between 25 and

30° (lover thin.the flashing point of the solvent naphtha II)

and to the absence of any residue ~.fterevaporation (no grease

spot on unglazed paper).

We can only hope that during the course of the discussion>

the eventu.Q users of “white fipirits[’in avic.tionwill be able

to sa-ti.sfyus as reg,axdstheir own experiences, especially since

it concerns a derivative of commercial kerosene, of which only

the most satisfactory commercial varieties c?m be used Vrithout

rectification, which, as we have shown, would hardly pay.

DurinS the discussion in 1921 cm the use of kerosene, ve*

showed a table* in which the carburetants and liquid fuels for

explosioil and combustion engines were classified acco~din.gto

their volatility. It is shovm that these safety fuels are at

the limit of the fuels sufficiently volatile to be ccnsymed

without great difficulty in engines VJith the Beau de Rochas-

Otto cycle, with sp~k igilition, and provided with physically

heated carburetors. They are likewise quite homogeneous, or,

more accurately, quite similar as regmds fractional distilla-

*See Bulletin de la Soci6t& des Ing&ieurs Civils, April-June,
1921, pp. 266-267..
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tion. The ‘Iwhitespirits~l (a kind of solvent naphtha or ben-

“Z-ifie)’‘~eing‘@’’6ifectly pure, ‘it was easily foreseen that they

would not cause trouble, like kerosene, i,nordina~y gasoline en-

gines with t’hecustomary compression ratios. It is not the some

with certain heav~y oils, also called “white spi”ritsllwhose dis-

tillation begins below 100°C and whose dry point approaches

that of kerosene. Without having a wider range of distillation

than the “navy!!gasoli~ called IIheavy-weight,llit would still

be necesstfly to reduce the preliminary eomprescion ratio in com-

parison with that for good automobile gasolines and especially

for benzol.

We will So

new fuel, I-:edo

highly he~.table

even further. Without ‘pretending..

not hesitate to claim

c~.rburetor,pcrfe~tly

its,llwe could use without difficulty

kerosene or the first 45~~of the best

that , in an

to invent a

engine with a

regulated

the first

kerosene,

for “white spit-

35$ of ordinary

as distilled

from the commercial products by the column process. It would

not be necessary to reduce again the compression ratio adapted

to the ‘Iwhite.spirits,!1but t]leheating shOuld be increased frOrfl

70–75° to 90-100°. Evidently this obligation to heat the explo-

sive inix’tuleis more troublesome on an airplane than on a boat

or truck, where these heavy fuels might also find a logical

and economical use.

We might therefore, due to the division of kerosene by re-

distillation, have ~ impromp~~l source of heivY fuels, leSS in-
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f 1ammable ‘Lban “white spiritsIIand no ‘more explosive than the

Ilheav.f.-wei~l~t1’fuels ,~ i,.e.,,..a,fuel..utili-zable in existing geJSO-.>

i
l.’ line engines which are not supercharged.

Contl’aryto what one might easily think in advance, the

“white spiritsltis no “moreexpeiisiveby volume than the llheavy-

weight” gasolinet It is even cheaper by weight. As regards

such matters, however, it is well to be very prudent. Econoti.ic

conditions w.d the need of a supply may change the’aspect of

Sclvent naphthas ‘andderivatives of coal tar.- There is no__—

reason why we should not also try the solvent naph.thaswhose

Coiwlllel’cialcharacteristics of distillation serve as the model

for !Iv[hitespirits.1’ Their flashing point, for the same initial

boiling point, is rather higher than that of the corresponding

“white spirits.“ Being mixtures of heavy aromatic hydrocarboi~s

(toluene, xylene and cumene) and being incongealable, they for:m

no ‘oenzene crystals and they are eminently amtidetonmt. They

need to be Iieatedmore, however, than the corresponding petrole-

um derivatives, because they are less carburetant a~d have a

lower vapor density (Fig. Z). Lastly, they are very expensive.

The solvent naphthas are i.n>greatdemand as substitutes

for oil of turpentine, because their boiling point and.density

are both near those of turpentine, so that they cost one ailda

half times the price of lfwhitespirits.!’ On the other hand,
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their uses, like those of benzols in general, be very limited.

We cannot extract from tar more than l? of light oil, not

c~ver90~ of which is h~a~ be-nzcl (excise benzene or excise tol-

uene ). If all the tar produced in Franoe in 1926 htidbeen dis-

tilled Up to 160°C, after preliminary dehydration, and if these

first fTactions of the tar had all been reserved extilusively for

explosion engines, we would have had only 450,000,000 kg X 0.01

x 0.90 = 4,050,(300kg of heavy crucle‘cenzol. If the distillation

of the tar had been carried a little further, we wculd have

been able t~ collect only 450,000,000 kg x 0.03 = 13,500,000 kg

of refined carbolic cil, half of which, at the most, can be

burned in gasoline engines. .

It would be too merciless to compare the figures of the fan–

tastic estimates published on our coal-oil resources and espe–

cially the real figures of the consumption on hand and to be

provided in five or six years for commercial airplanes and for

military airplanes and seaplarles in the event cf war.. Moreover,

we Will not attempt to convince certain individuals WhO ref’USe

to consider seriously this question of quantity, available or

possible, with,relation to our formidable dnd continually in-

creasing needs.

In the Matter cf aviation, other reserves are necessary.

We cannot recomiiend the use of carbolic oil and especially naph-

thaline oils which easily deposit crystals, when very cold, the

mixture of which in the atomized state with air, even when heat-
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ed above 100°C, does not burn readily without depositing carbon.

—. F’or:all-that, they do not contain more carbon than benzene

7 ‘?%hydrogen ,(92.3$ c~~bon, ... ) but if the automobile “~enzolcan

st,ill~ive ccmplete explosive combustior~, although its explosive

mixture is never heated to the optimum temperature cf 40-50°C,

th’eaverage oil can only cause fouling and black smoke in the

exhaust, because no one yet understands that this mixture should

be heated to 100-120° and more, accordirqg to how heavy it is.

As re~ards heavy or intermediate oils and anthracene oil, it is

better to reserve them exclusively for combustion engines.

lj~e~l~uvesho~~ that greater qu&ntitieS cf “excise tolu.enet’

would be found, if aviators should decide to adopt it, by re–

scrting to the benzene removers in coking plants and gas works.

It is worse than useless, however, to go to ordinary sellers of

such products. The technical aviation departw.ents, if they,ei~-

ploy competent advisers and make raticnal tests, can quickly

put in force strict specifications. No’one can monopolize this

trade. The tar, coke, and gas producers are in position to

furnish, under the best conditions, these normal fracticns of

crude heavy benzol. This is all the inore true, due t6 the pres-

ent low price of solvent naphtha, whose production increases

more rapidly than the demand for its use in paints, where it

must compete with the cheaper petroleum products. In our opin-

ion, it is a mistake not to offer Ilexcisetoluenesll to aviation,

which can become an important custo-merof the ‘oenzolproducers.
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Limited as the resources in these products are, they can and
.,. ..— ...
should be utilized in aviat”’i’on,but one of the essential ~oridi-

tions for their economical use is the adoption cf sufficiently

heated carburet~rs and the avoidance, if possible, of back fires,

which are as “muchto be feared with them as with volatile fuel~.

Unfortunately, the rational solution, in coriformitywith

the national econcmy we have just indicated, would require

investigations and lakorious tests followed by a sustained

vertising campai~n. It is also necessary to await atardy

1ong

ad-

de-

cisior.of the skeptical majLrity, which is impressed with the

omniscience of tke anonymcus delegates of the interested indus-

tries ~andorganizations, to adopt the opinion of the regretted

manufacturer who prophesied the sale of heavy (and crude) ben–

ZC1 to French automobilists,

.,

Conclusions.- WC have no additions or changes to make in our

preceding conclusions, which we will here take the liberty to

repeat. We will disregard the question, not yet settled, of

combustible liquids which must undergo catalytip cracking “in

situ~f in order to be used in existing gasoline engines for air-

craft.

AS soon as the functioning of these engines have nothing

to suffer from it, it would seem to be of interest for them to

use fuels of a limited volatility according to the Beau de

Rochas cycle, ignited by an electric spark, despite the slight
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reduction in t“hemaximum power, in the radius of action and in

the useful load, resulting especially froq the.absolute necessi-
- ~~~ .,...,,-.,..,-’,,,-

ty of strongly heating the carburetor and even of reducing the

compression ratio in the engine in order to insure efficient

combustion.

In fact, the presence, in the tanks of airplanes “and sea-

planes, of difficultly inflammable fuels, at very high external

temperatures on the ground, appreciably diminishes the fire haz-

,ards from the fuel carried. However, the

evaporate, the higher the carburetor must

ly,,the stexting of a fire by back-firing

harder the fuel is to

be ‘nested. Coilsequent-

to the carburetor is

still to be feaxed, as with light oils, and reduces the relative

safety with respect to the fuel supply on board.

On the other hand, it -mustbe borne in mind that the good

functioning of the engine with the Ileavy fuels is at the mercy

of the least misfires, which may entail insufficient heating

and especially a deterioration in the lubricating oil by the in-

filtration of the unburned fuel into the crank case. As we have

frequently stated, the investigation of the fuel cannot be sep-

arated froi~that

It would be

aircraft engines
,,,

of

of

if

the engine.

no advantage to use less volatile fuels in

suitable methods

vices, like the ones preventing back

were not simultaneously adopted.

Assuming all these improvements

of ignition and,safety de-

fires to the carburetor,

to have been made, it still

l-—
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remains to convince the chiefs of civil and military aviation,

L- as well’ as the pilots and “rflech~~i”cs,of the advantages of t~is

‘,

change in the fuels.! It will be necessary to show them in a

practical way that, aside from the performance of sporting

sijunts,less inflammable fuels than llawiationgasolinetl should

be used, even at the expense of some reduction in the engine

power. This will not be the easiest task of the advocate of

safety fu.clsfor aircraft.

Translation by Dwight 11.Kiner,
National Advisory Committee
fo~ Aeronautics.
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d,Light coal oil (13°C)
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Fig.1 Fractional distillation of several hydrocarbons.
AAt is the upper limit of the fractional-distillation

temperatures of the caTburetants.BB? is the lower limit of
the fractional-distillation temperatures of the safety fuels.
The approximate flashing points are given in,parentheses.
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a,Pentane. f,Octaile.
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d,Heptane. i,J.Reyls fictive kerosene.
e,Toulene. k,Doaecane.
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Fig.2 Vapor–tension curves and rational heating
temperatures (on the ground) for explosive

mixtures of the hydrocarbons CllHQn+2and CnH2n ~.
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